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Editorial
PAULTILLICH AND THE APPLE
Have you heard the one about Paul Tillich? It runs something
like this:
At the University of Chicago Divinity School each year they
have what is called "Baptist Day". On this day each one is to bring
a lunch to be eaten outdoors in a grassy picnic area. Every Baptist
Day the school would invite one of the greatest minds to lecture in
the theological education center.
One year they invited Dr. Paul Tillich. TIllich spoke for two
and one-half hours proving that the resurrection of Jesus was false.
He quoted scholar after scholar and book after book. He concluded
that since there was no such thing as the historical resurrection, the
religious tradition of the church was groundless, emotional mumbojumbo, because it was based on a relationship with a risen Jesus
who, in fact, never rose from the dead in any literal sense.
He then asked if there were any questions. After about 30
seconds, an old, dark skinned preacher with a head of short-cropped,
woolly white hair stood up in the back of the auditorium. "Docta
TIllich, I got one question," he said, as all eyes tumed toward him.
He reached into his sack lunch and pulled out an apple and began
eating it. "Docta Tillich". .. .CRUNCH, MUNCH. "My question is
a simple question." CRUNCH, MUNCH... "Now, I ain't never read
them books you read.. .CRUNCH, MUNCH, and I can't recite the
Scriptures in the original Greek. I don't know nothin about Niebuhr
and Heidegger".. .CRUNCH, MUNCH...He fInished the apple. "All
I wanna know is: This apple I just ate - was it bitter or sweet?"
Dr. TIIlich paused for a moment and answered in exemplary
scholarly fashion. "I cannot possibly answer that question, for I
haven't tasted your apple." The white-haired preacher dropped the
core of his apple into his crumpled paper bag, looked up at Dr.
TIllich and said calmly, "Neither have you tasted my Jesus."
The 1000 plus in attendance could not contain themselves.

-----------
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The auditorium erupted with applause and cheers. Dr. Tillich
thanked his audience and promptly left the platform.
That story, in the form of a brief e-mail, crossed my desk a
few months back, courtesy of one of a small handful of congregants
who like to sharehumorousand inspirationalstoriesviathe Internet.
As with most of the material that arrives via the Internet, my initial
temptationwas to hit deleteandto moveon.What I was not prepared
for, however, was the intense irritation that overcame me - it
quickly turned to outrage - as I pondered that story. While it did
occur to me that a Barthian ought to leave it to others to ride to
Paul Tillich's rescue, the more I thought about that Internet story,
the angrier I became. Having read Ttllich's Courage to Be at an
especially difficult time in my own life, and as someone who
regularly returns - anytime I want to recall the power of great
preaching

-

to Ttllich's

magnificent

"You Are Accepted",

I found

myself unable to reach for the delete key quite as quickly as I had
first planned.
Instead, I first chose to consult the second volume ofTillich's
Systematic Theology. A brief perusal of the section dealing with
the Cross and the Resurrection of Christ confirmed my initial
instinct, namely, that Tillich would never have chosen to devote
two and one half hours to debunk the historicity of the resurrection.
On the contrary, Tillich would ironically have been in essential
agreement with the black preacher in the story! Tillich writes:
".. .historical research can never give more than a probable answer.
The faith in the Resurrection of the Christ is neither positively nor
negatively dependent on it. Faith can give certainty only to the
victoryof the Christ overthe ultimateconsequenceof the existential
estrangement to which he subjected himself. And faith can give
this certainty because it is itself based on it. Faith is based on the
experienceof being graspedby the power of the New Beingthrough
which the destructive consequences of estrangement are
conquered."
Having therebyconsultedthe great man himself - and having
satisfied myself that the story circulating on the Internet was

--
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inherentlyimplausible- I proceeded to consult a website with
which, alas, I have had no choice but to become increasingly
intimate: www/fruthOrFiction.com. Founded by broadcaster Rich
Buhler - who has been researching and writing about rumors and
urban legends for more than 30 years - TmthOrFiction.com was
unequivocal: the story about Tillich and the Black Preacher was
fiction. "A spokesperson at the Divinity School at the University
of Chicago says there's no evidence that this exchange ever took
place. Additionally, he says there is no record of the school ever
having a 'Baptist Day' in its annual schedule."
Needless to say, the thorough-going cynic inside of my own
brain woqdered why I was willing to trust TruthOrFiction.com's
repudiation of the story more uncritically than I had been willing
to trust the story itself. On further reflection, of course, such a
question reveals itself to be wide of the mark, since the burden of
proof is always with those who choose to circulate such a story
withoutbeing certain that it is based on truth. Which, for me, points
to the real heart of the matter.
There is, in myjudgment, no scriptural text more central to a
responsible conception of the Christian life than Acts 1:8, in which
the risen Christ instructs his first disciples that they are called to
serve as his ''witnesses''. In light of that most basic of mandates, is
it fanciful to suggest that the ninth commandment ("thou shalt not
bear false witness") ought to hold a special place at the very heart
of the church's life? While the ninth commandment applies to each
and to all, surelythe church's teachersandpreachersare accountable
to that commandment in a unique way. That appears to be
particularly true in this age of mass electronic communication, in
which mis-information can be disseminated with terrifying ease
and with breathtaking speed.
Indeed, as I did further "surfing" of the Internet

-

in the days

following my initial receipt of the e-mail containing the Ttllich
"legend" - I was dismayed to find the story posted on numerous
inspirational websites. Most depressing of all, was the discovery
that the story had made its way into a number of sermons posted

--

-------------
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on the web, including at least a handful preached by mainline
Protestant pastors! While I am well-aware of the frustration many
(including myself) have experienced while wading through the
dense pages ofTIllich's Systematics (especially Volume I, with its
at times indecipherable existentialist metaphysics!), the bearing of
false witness is no way to respond!
Those, like myself, who preach on a weekly basis, are
responsible for composing sufficient sermons to fill the pages of a
medium size book each and every year; the attractiveness of a good
story can at times be overwhelming. Indeed, as weekly sermoncrafters, we generally come to recognize the extent to which a good

story - a sermon illustration! - can make all the difference in
effective communication of the Gospel. It is always tempting,
therefore, to take short-cuts: choosing effectiveness - inspiration
and humor - over truthfulness. Even when such a tact does not
involvethe explicittraducingof a goodman's reputation,it is always
a mistake. For better or worse, those who are called to serve as
Christ's witnesses sometimes have no choice but to embrace the
awkward task of deflating the legends (urban and otherwise) that.
are so much a part of the contemporary Christian scene. Not a
pleasant part of our job-description, but one that cannot help but
play at least some role in the Church's ongoing witness to the
truthfulness of the Gospel.
EE

A JEWISH APPRAISAL OF ''BEARING
FAITHFUL WITNESS".
by Rabbi Neal R0se2
I have been asked to respond to the United Church ofCanada's
recently approved document "Bearing Faithful Witness: United
Church - Jewish Relations Today". My response is actually the
latest stage in my engagement with the United Church's effort to
redefine its relationship with Jews and Judaism. I have. in the last
number of years. spoken about aspects of the document with lay
and professional members of the Church in western Canada. The
comments that follow are an extension of my earlier responses.
While "Bearing Faithful Witness" is specific to the United
Church. it comes in the greater context of an almost sixty-year
dialogue between Jews and Christians about matters of faith and
tradition. In 2000. a group of Rabbis and Jewish scholars published
a proclamation entitled "Dabru Emet. Speaking the Truth... This is
a brief declaration motivated by the conviction that while many
Christian organizations have done a great deal to re-educate their
membership about Jews and Judaism. the Jewish community had
not clearly acknowledged the work and accomplishments of these
groups.
The writers of ''Dabru Emet" felt the need to "go public" and
witness to the truth and validity of works like "Bearing Faithful
Witness". At the same Ttme "Dabru Ernet" makes it clear that while
Judaism and Christianity have much in common. they also are
divided on very significant issues. The Jewish writers "resolve"
I

Editor's Note: The document, "Bearing Faithful Witness" has been around

for several years. Some readers will remember that Touchstone carried a response
to it, written by Foster Freed, in the January, 1999. issue. But it was only at the
General Council of August, 2003, that the report was fonna1ly accepted.
2I wish to dedicate this article to the Rev. Dr. Gordon Toombs of Winnipeg, a
retired United Church minister, who recently acknowledged in a letter to the
Winnipeg Free Press that for years in his preaching he was unconsciously giving
expression to anti-Semitism. In these and other matters, I consider Gordon to be
a spiritual pioneer.

--
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these differences, not by denying or trivializing, but by calling on
Jews to acknowledge the efforts of many Christian groups "to
honour Judaism". Hence the proclamationcalls Jews to learn about
the efforts of Christians to honour Judaism "and for Jews to reflect
on what Judaism may now say about Christianity".
It is my intention, as a Jew, Rabbi, and academic, to speak the
truth about the work of these faith witnesses in Christ. I will use
DoornEmet and my own responsesas the context forthe discussion
of "Bearing Faithful Witness".
What motivates the writers of "Bearing Faithful Witness"? In
no small measure it is the events associated with the Shoa, the
Holocaust, the systematic and deliberate murders of six million
Jews by the Nazis withthe complianceof many who were professed
Christians. What moves me is that these writers felt compelled to
speak out not simply as decent human beings but as faithful
Christians. It is their commitment to their faith that frames the
document and the subsequent proclamation issued in August 2003
at the 86thgathering of the General Council of the United Church.
Hence, the title "Bearing Faithful Witness"

-

they wish to be faith

witnesses to the spirit of their Christian teachings.
"Bearing Faithful Witness" is a large document. It contains
relevant shortessays on history,biblical studies,theology,Christian
education and even a sample Good Friday sermon (45-7). It
culminates in a set of resolutions intended to restructure the United
Church's religious and spiritual life. The essays, bibliographies
and appendices are meant to be used by clergy,educators and laity
in order to understand the rationale behind the Church's new
orientation to Jews and Judaism. The essays are also intended to
help Christian educators in creating new educational programs that
will instruct church members of all ages. In short, this is a work
intended to revolutionize the teaching and practice of Christianity.
How has the Church wronged Jews and Judaism? The writers
confess the nature of their sinfulness by defining anti-Semitism
and anti-Judaism. From the lexicological point of view, we are
told anti-Semitismmeans "opposedto Semites,whichcouldinclude
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Jews and Arabs". It is a term that "was invented in Germany in the
late 19thcentury to give Jew-hatred a scientific ring in the context
of a pseudo-scientific study of human races" (33). The editors of
our document do not stop here. Rather, they cut to the heart of the
matter by discussing anti-Semitism as a deep-seated pathology
profoundly embedded in the soul of Christianity. In Appendix D,
Professor Alan T. Davies writes that anti-Semitism is not simply
another prejudice "but a complex negative myth that took a long
time to evolve in the West" (54). He goes on to say that myth, as he
understands the term, is not just an untrue story but powerful tales
that "have cosmic implications". Such a cosmic myth conditions
the way an entirecivilizationcreatesits senseof reality.Once having
defined reality,the culture acts out the consequences of the mythic
reality, in this case the persecution of Jews in the name of Christ.
When L as a non-Christian, study Christian civilization in its
classical and contemporary form, I am struck by how the Christ
myth dominates the entirety of western culture. Even in the socalled post-Christian era, the Christ myth continues to influence
not only the lives of believers but also those who claim no longer
to be Christians. It is also clear to me, who exists in this postmodem Christian world, that the Christ myth and the myth of antiSemitism are inextricably bound to each other. We Jews are the
anti-Christ, the children of the devil who hate the light of Christ.
The blood of his crucified mythic body is on our hands, as it was
on those of our forebears who demanded that Pilate put the "Son
of God", the innocent Christ to death. This version of the Christ
myth is still alive.
As I read "Bearing Faithful Witness" it not only wants to
distance itself from anti-Semitism as prejudice but is seeking to
demythify that part of the Christ myth which promotes antiSemitism. In short, it is creating a new Christ myth, one free of
Jew hatred. This new myth, for the ''Bearing Faithful Witness" is a
reflection of what "true" Christianity is all about.
In my experience, the United Church is the most Canadian of
all Canada's Christian groups. So much so that it embraces the

-

-
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values of Canadian liberal democracy as religious values and not
simply as a secular political theory. Canadians have a sense of the
basic value of all human beings. As such they feel compelled to
protect the human rights of all people regardlessof "ethnic identity"
(a Canadian value concept). As such, the United Church sees antiSemitism as a violation of its basic theology and a threat to the
sanctity of Canada's democratic "multicultural" society, so any
theological or mythic doctrine that promotes hate is - ipsofacto
- unacceptable.
Professor Davies ends Appendix D by calling the Church
faithful to stand on guard and protect Canadian society from the
dangers of anti-Semitism and to be ready to "combat social evils
such as racism and anti-Semitism which may still be smouldering
in the social undergrowth" (57).
In short,ProfessorDavies expressesthe UnitedChurch's belief
in the sacredness of Canadian liberal democratic values as a
corrective to classical Christian mythic anti-Semitism. The end of
the matter: "Anti-Semitism is an affront to the gospel of Jesus
Christ
(6). In so saying he, and the document, have declared
the congruence of liberal Canadian values and the Gospel teaching
on this matter.
The term anti-Judaism is introduced in "Bearing Faithful
Witness" in order to help elaborate the various ways in which
historical Christianity and the United Church have denied the
validity of Judaism as an alive and viable spiritual/religiousreality.
As Foster Freed, a United Church minister of Jewish origin, points
out, the document to the credit of its authors does "a splendid job
of bearing faithful witness to the living reality of Judaism'? (Freed
is not convinced that his fellow Christians have done an equally
good job of bearing faithful witness" to the reality of Christianity".

4

I will get to this matter shortly.)
The authors of the new Christian program use a number of
different methodsto confirm theirbelief that Judaism is a legitimate
3

"Bearing Faithful Witness" (Touchstone, January, 1999) p. 15.

4

Ibid, p. 16.
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and viable way to God, on par with Christianity. Christian preaching
has maintained a long list of negative beliefs about Judaism. Today,
Christians want "to move away from all appearance or suggestion
of supersessionism" (10), meaning "the Christian teaching that the
Church has replaced or superseded Israel in God's plan of
salvation.. ."Supersessionalism saw the destruction of The Temple
of loce as God's expression of wrath against Jews and Judaism
because of the rejection of the Gospel (38).
The authors of the Jewish document Dabru Emet point out
that Jews and Christians share the Torah (or Tanakh). Yet,
supersessionism has consistently referred to the Torah as the "Old
Testament" - the outdated or outmoded teaching. "Bearing Faithful
Witness" wants to drop the terms Old and New Testament and
suggests "Older Testament" or the "First Testament" instead. While
this seems like a word game, it indicates an attempt to reorient the
every day language of thousands of Christians who often do not
realize the supersessionalism implicit in the terms "old" and "new"
covenant.

The Much Maligned Pharisees
Over the past 2000 years, Christianity has attacked the
Phariseesand their spiritualdescendants,theTalmudicRabbis.Over
time the term "pharisaic" has come to mean any idea or ritual that
is legalistic and without spiritualdepth. The Talmud,the collection
of rabbinical teachings,has likewisebeen pictured as an expression
of the "dead letter of the Law". To the credit of "Bearing Faithful
Witness",they quote RabbiGuntherPlaut who says of theTalmudic
thinking that its methods help keep the canon from becoming a
law that cannot change; it helps to keep the canon alive and talking"
(20). The discussion gets even more interesting when Jesus is
depicted as being either a Pharisee or close to being a Pharisee in
that both they and Jesus interpret Scripture in a way that fmds
"space for life" (20).
Contemporary Christian and secular feminism often blames
the negative depiction of women on Judaism.The "patriarchal God
of Judaism
. is seen as the
. antithesis of the loving Christian God".

- - -

-

-

-

-

- ---
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In short, there appears to be a growing return to anti-Judaism. In
Appendix F, the Very Reverend Lois M. Wilson steps forward to
counter this latest form of anti-Judaism. The former moderator
points out that feminist scholarship "has revealed that within
Judaism there were many openings and an emerging degree of
freedom for women at the time of Jesus". Jesus' sensitivity to
women, in other words, grew out of the Jewish tradition. So, rather
than depicting Jesus as the antithesis of contemporary Judaism,
the document sees him within the larger context of fIrst century
Judaism. Wilson writes of Jesus: "he was a Jew and his perspective
emergedfrom and built upon more widely sharedJewish traditions"
(60). The authors of "Bearing Faithful Witness" are attempting to
uproot the latest manifestationsof an old Christianintellectualhabit:
blame it on Judaism.
Not only is "Bearing Faithful Witness" wanting to set the
historical record aright, it also affIrms that Judaism is a growing
and changing religious tradition, and that Judaism "cannot be
understood from knowledge of the Old Testament alone". The
faithful are reminded that both traditions have "developed
tremendously" over the past two thousand years.
The United Church has abandonedmissionizingJews. In many
ways the document repeatedly restates that "evangelism and
conversion are clearly abandoned in favour of dialogue and mutual
witness" (53). This new position does not mean isolation, but rather
dialogue "and co-operation on common goals", and the desire to
''work together here and now forjustice, peace and the preservation
of creation". Again, I stress that this agenda is based on religious
and spiritual grounds and not simply an expression of goodwill on
behalf of people living in the secular city.

Judaism and Zionism
Perhaps the most important expression of a new relationship
between the United Church and contemporary Jews and Judaism
is the Church's reCognition of the centrality of the State of Israel in
the lives and teachings of today's Jews. While many North American
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liberal Christian groups are prepared to speak well of Judaism and
Jews, they have a problem with Zionism. On balance it has been
left to the Christian fundamentalists to embrace Zionism and
provide m~ral, political and financial support for the Jewish state.
Paradoxically, these same fundamentalists deny the validity of
Judaism as a way of "coming to salvation". ("God does not hear
the prayers of Jews.") In fact, the State ofIsrael has been a problem
for the United Church for a long time. Oddly, while many wellintentioned and sensitive United Church members are painfully
aware of the Holocaust, they have failed to apprehend the place of
Israel in the consciousness of their Jewish neighbours. It has
astonished Jews that these otherwise aware Christians fail to see
that Jews are invested body and soul in the existence and security
of Israel as an independent Jewish State. Jewish theologians are
amazed that United Church clergy and scholarshave not connected
the existence of Israel with the concept of the Covenant and the
theology of the Land. In all my meetings with United Church
members, only once has the issue of Israel been raised by the
organizers of our encounter. In all other instances I am the one
who has introduced the subject of the sacredness of Israel for Jews.
My sense is that the United Church members are surprised that I
regard this a "religious" issue as opposed to a strictly "political"
matter. These audiences are surprised that there are religious
Zionists in both liberal and orthodox Jewish Communities. The
original version of "Bearing Faithful Witness" continued the
Church's blindness to the role of Israel in the lives of Canadian
Jewry. "Bearing Faithful Witness Final Report" (August 2003)
breaks the tradition of theological silence and affirms '"that the
State of Israel has a right to exist in peace and security".
It immediately adds two important footnotes. Note No. 4
indicates that this new position is biblically based: "the biblical
covenant with the Jewish people includes the promise of land."
The same note adds that the framers of the document have their
doubts that this excludes the claims of Palestine. In the next note
"the right of Palestinians to a homeland state" is strongly affirmed.

----------
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The note supports the UN's demand that the pre-1967 status quo
be restored. Why this drastic change? I want to believe that this
new stance grows out of true dialogue, meaning, when both sides
faithfully listen to each other and are prepared to make changes in
light of new information or increased sensitivity. The new position
then signals "a greater appreciation of the deeper ambiguities that
plague the whole question of Jewish-Christian relations".s It will
be interesting to see what new educational and liturgical efforts
are made to change the thinking and awareness of the folks in the
pew regarding Jews and Israel.
Personally, the discussions I have had with United Church
groups have been motivated by the need for "spiritual intimacy"
and "spiritual envy". In all my work I have attempted to share the
inner reality of Jewish spiritual and religious life. In other words, I
have attempted to bring people into my spiritual life as a Jew. This
is what I regard as an exercise in "spiritual intimacy". Conversely,
over the years, I have attempted to learn and experience what it
means to be a Christian, likewise, an exercise in "spiritual intimacy".
"Spiritual envy" is a term which points to the fact that I can be a
Jew and still deeply appreciate the strengths and uniqueness of
other traditions. This appreciation makes me desirous of integrating
those strengths into my way of being Jewish. I, for example, have
learned and profited from the entire field of pastoral care, which is
deeply rooted in Christian ministry. Along with the authors of
"Dabru Emet", I affirm that in interacting in this case with Christians
"that a new relationship between Jews and Christians will not
weaken Jewish practices".

Christians Becoming Jews and Jews Christians
Contemporary sociologists of North American religion have
noted the "swinger phenomenon", the increasing number of people
who opt to become members of a religious or spiritual traditions
other than the one into which they were born. Jewish community
leaders are often alarmed at the number of Jews whojoin Christian
~

Ibid, p. 14.
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Churches or become Buddhists or Hindus. The traditional Christian
churches are likewise concerned about former members who opt
for non-Christian religions. Closer to home we find that Jews are
seeking membership in United Church and former United Church
members are becoming Jews. What do we make of all this? Foster
Freed in his critique of "Bearing Faithful Witness" raises the
question. Freed describes himself as one who has "embraced the
Gospel from a Jewish background". Freed takes exception to the
document's "blanket repudiation of all Christian mission to Jews".
He insists that such a position may be all right for Gentile Christians
but that the same cannot be said "on behalf of Jewish Christians".
Freed goes on to applaud the position of another Christian of Jewish
heritage, Ellen Charry, who says, "no Christian has the right to

withhold the Gospel from anyone

6

What about those Christians who seek out Judaism? Do we
withhold the Torah from them? Do either of us have the right to
brand these "swingers" as either apostates or meshumadim? Or,
need we see such people as spiritual seekers whose journey has
brought them to seek entry into our spiritual homes? The document
is aware of the Jewish sensitivity to people like Freed and Charry.
Should the United Church treat such people as "runaways" and
send them back home? Likewise should Rabbis treat would-be
converts of Christian backgrounds as "lost sheep" and direct them
to go home? In keeping with the spirit of ''Bearing Faithful Witness"
and "Dabru Emet", what do we owe each other's dropouts?
Personally, I have made it a policy of urging Christian dropouts to
seriously reconsider the relationships with Christianity. Rabbinical
tradition, for many reasons, counsels that those seeking to convert
be turned away three times. This policy comes from another era
and a different social and political setting, but our newly found
dialogue, I would argue, demands that we direct such people to
seriously reconsider the validity and applicability of their former
religious identification. In the end I would argue that neither side
can reasonably be expected to withhold the Gospel or Torah from
6

Ibid, p. 21.

-

-

---

-
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the contemporary spiritual seekers. My position mirrors that taken
by "Bearing Faithful Witness", ''The United Church does not seek
to convert Jews. However, it welcomes into its membership
individuals of all backgrounds."

A New Christology: 1\vo Covenant Theology
History shows that Church Councils have, over a very long
time, formulated christologies; meaning they have discussed and.
ruled on the person and work of Christ. In fact, different Church
bodies have provided varying answers to the question: Who and
what is/was Christ? As such, the United Church is following in
this longstanding Christian tradition of scriptural interpretation.
Rabbi Eugene Borowitz, a noted liberal Jewish theologian in
contemporary christologies, makes the point that Jewish-Christian
dialogue needs to begin with an examination of christology.We, as
Jews, need to know if a given christology has room for a living
Judaism, or does a specific christology rule out the reality of
Judaism as a way to God.I have left this key question ~othe end of
my reflections because I want to use the christology found in
"Bearing Faithful Witness" as a summary or epitome of the entire
document.
In the Final Report the authors affirm that both Judaism and
Christianityare "livingfaiths" and ''that the love of God is expressed
in the giving of both Torah and Gospel". I take this to mean that
both the Torah and the Gospel are valid expressions of God's
covenant with the Jewish and Christiancommunities.Wehave here
what some call "the theology of two covenants". This sounds very
much like "Dabru Emet": Christians know and serve God through
Jesus Christ and Christian tradition", while we "serve God through
Torahand Jewish tradition".What deeply interestsme is the method
by which the United Church reaches its new christology. Clearly
the writers realize that there have always been differing
christologies. Hence, they conclude that there is more than one
legitimate way to interpret Scripture. These scholarsunashamedly
indicate that they will opt for those interpretations, which allow

- --

--

-
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for a christology that speaks of Torah and Christ as two equally
valued pathways to God.
What are the key theological ideas, which underlie this style
of interpretation? Dabru Ernet and "Bearing Faithful Witness" both
agree that as Jews and Christians they look to the Scriptures as the
source of authority. The United Church's scholars and theologians
however are prepared to say that under certain situations the biblical
text or at least certain interpretations of Scripture are not "the word
of God". They go on to say that "we are not required to believe
literally in every word of the Bible" (32). What are the criteria for
determining if an aspect of historical scripture is, or is not, the
word of God?
First, "the Bible is not the word of God when it is used to
justify structures and dynamics of unjust relationships". Secondly,
the Bible is never to be used to "justify anti-Judaic thoughts or
actions" (32). When it does any of the above, they conclude it is
not the word of God. So any christology that violates the above is
unacceptable.
(I am reminded of Martin Buber's comments of 1 Samuel 15,
when God supposedly commands Saul to slaughter all the
Amalachites. The Jewish King allows Agag, the Amalachite King
to live. While Samuel, acting for God, chastizes Saul and "hewed
Agag in pieces before the horde in Gilga (I Samuel 15: 33). Buber
declares that this story is not Torah in the real sense of Torah as
teaching; or as "Bearing Faithful Witness" says, "it is not the word
of God".)

First Testament and Second Testament
Paul Van Buren speaks of the Tanakh as the "First Testament"
and the New Testament as the "Second Testament". Our authors
approvingly quote Van Buren's approach to the authority of the
Tanakh over Christian scriptures, the "Second Testament: The First
Testament should actually be given priority over the Second". Van
Buren's rule is put forward as authoritative in all matters of
theologicaVspiritual work: "in the New Testament, what does not

---
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fit the Old Testamentshouldbe challenged" (11).This interpretative
procedure is another way of guarding against anti-Judaism, so any
christology that undermines the primacy of Torah, Old Testament,
is likewise not acceptable to the United Church. The discussion
begins by distinguishing the Jewish and Christian understanding
of the term Mashiach, Messiah. For Jews, Mashiach has the sense
of a time when there would be a "New World order and a new
natural order along the lines oflsa 65: 17-25 and Isa 11: 7". The
document clearly states that in these terms Jesus "could not and
cannot be the Messiah of Jewish expectation because the world
did not change" (16).While "christos"is normallyused as the Greek
translation of Mashiach the two terms, we are told, are not
equivalent. Rather,Christos, Mashiach for Christians, has come to
mean "the new thing that God is doing in Jesus". This "new thing
God is doing in Jesus" is what? It is providing the gentiles with
entry "into covenantwiththe God of Israel".This "newer covenant"
is not meant,the document asserts,in any way to invalidateJudaism
and the "earlier" covenant. Rather, when Christians speak of Jesus
"the Messiah", they look forward to the accomplishment, through
Christ, of the other transformations on earth that Jews, as well,
expect. As far as this new Christology, neither the Jewish denial
nor the Christian affirmation of the Messiahship of Jesus,
invalidates the other. In short, we have a Jewish covenant for Jews
and a Christ-centred covenant for gentiles (16).
Often certain Christians argue that Jesus, and Jesus only,
fulfilled certain promises found in the Torah. The document denies
that this is the meaning of Scripture (71). Rather, the expression
"fulfil" means "a confirmation or recapitulation" rather than an
improvement or completion. In this new christology, the promises
of the Torah "are confirmed and recapitulated" and are made more
.
widely applicable.
So what is new about the Jesus of this reformulated
christology? "The new thing that is realized is the breath of God's
loving embrace" (10). All of this sounds very much like the Jewish
theologian Franz Rosenzweigs' notion of the two covenants:
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Judaism for Jews and Christ for Gentiles. Is this christology too
much for Jews and too little for Christians? Obviously I cannot
answer for Christians.What I do know is that this christologyopens
the doorway to respectful and even intimate spiritual/religious
dialogue between the United Church and us. I can only hope and
pray that it will be the eye of the needle that will allow us to enter
into a state of consciousness that finds us engaged in tikkum olam,
repair of God's world. As to the rest of the issues that separate
Jews and Christians they will remain unsettled "until God redeems
the entire world as promised in Scripture".

---

BEYOND CRITIQUE OR LAMENTATION:
Towards An Integrated Approach to Adult Faith
Formation
by Derek Evans and Janet Gear

1

Adult faith formation has been a core concern and central
function of the church at various points throughout the history of
Christianity.However,it is a field that did not receivefocalattention
during the past century in North America, except among groups
embracing a highly marginalized identity or "counter-cultural"
commitment. This lack of priority reflected, in large part,
assumptions about the integral place of Christian faith, values and
symbols within the social fabric and key institutions that defined
the dominant ethos of the culture.
Although most of the assumptions underpinning the role of
Christianity as an expression of dominant society have ceased to
be valid, many churches are only now coming to face squarely the
reality of the changed cultural environment in which they seek to
practice their faith. From the perspective of congregational life,
this context bears three key characteristics that all focus on the
question of adult faith formation:
Newcomers approaching the church tend to be adults who are spiritual seekers and have little or no background in Christian faith or tradition;
Congregational lay leaders often have only a tacit belief system or a personal
spirituality that has remained undeveloped since their own Sunday-school
experience;
A significant number of persons in ministry feel unequipped, unauthorized,
or unable to exercise spiritual leadership in the community or to offer intentional spiritual guidance for individual members or seekers.
1 Editor's Note: In the Fall of 2002, Derek and Janet were asked to lead a
discussion on adult faith formation for Christian educators in B.C. Conference.
Their article reflects the background they prepared for the discussion, their own
convictions and perspectives, and the collective wisdom of the group discussion
they led. They make the paper public to invite broader participation in this timely
conversation.
.
i
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Taking seriously the challenge of nurturing communities of
faith in the coming decade requires that we move beyond the
satisfactionsof critiqueor lamentation- complainingaboutchange
or bemoaning our sense of loss - in our approach to postChristendom, post-modem, post-globalized society. Increasingly,
congregations understand themselves to be engaging a context in
which adult faith formation can no longer be taken for granted or
treated as a passive assumption. For many, this represents a major
shift in approach that requires not only a great deal of effort but
also asking some fundamental questions and, potentially, laying
some new foundations.
I. What is Particular about "Adults"?
Although we assume there are clear differences and
distinctions between adults and children in relation to learning in
general and faith formation in particular, we have become
increasingly aware that many of our basic concepts in this area
may be arbitrary or are, at least, culturally conditioned to a
significantdegree. Many scholarswould arguethat the verynotion
of "childhood" as a separate social class, for example, is simply
another of the many inventions of the industrial revolution in 18th
centuryEurope. On the otherhand, traditionalHinduculture would
recognize several stages of adult life, with very distinct ethical
tasks and standards relevant to each.
We asked a number of leading educators active in the field to
defme the three most important factors in faith formation with
children. Three elements commonly emerged:
The need for opportunities to experience and participate in a community of
people who are articulate in telling the story and active in practicing the faith
(a sound basis for mimetic learning, and the experience of symbol and be.
longing);
The need for opportunities to develop safe, significant relationships with
committed people outside the immediate family setting (a sound basis for
ethical learning
identifying and testing values - and experiencing
mentorship);
The need for opportunitiesto identify and explore significantquestions with-

-
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out derision, rejection or judgment (a sound basis for intellectual learning,
and to experience genuine dialogue and acceptance).

We ask ourselves: Is it any different for adults? We suspect not.
Surveys we have undertaken about what adults are searching for in
tenns of a spirituallynurturing community suggests a quite similar
set of needs:
A place in which to discover, or to re-discover, an experience of the spirit of
Gmtitude and Giace;
A priority for "communion" (people who care for each other and share life)
over "community" (people who share activities and space);
A sense of empowerment through trusting and understanding personal relationships, in which to feel secure to face the "tough stuff';
An institutional environment that is "lighter", less preoccupied with material or procedural "stuff', more focussed on inspiring and equipping persons
for faithful living;
An opportunity to find a place for "My Story in The Story".

Adult education specialists often emphasize the importance of
recognizingand valuingprior experienceand treatingthe participant
as a whole person in the design of effective learning and personal
developmentexperiencesfor adults. However,these considerations
describe morethe requisiteenvironmentaland attitudinalconditions
for the "instructor" than the intrinsiccharacteristicsof the "learner"
(and are factors.of respect that we would hope would be applied in
relation to children as well). Of course, there are obvious
differences in tenns of capacity, resources and responsibility
between children and adults in our society,but in considering faith
fonnation it may be more helpful to focus on the shared needs and
specific contextual realities that characterize the lives of both
children and adults in our communities.
What seems particularly vital as a first step in approaching
the issue of adult faithfonnation is taking seriouslythe significance
of context. Congregational leaders must understand as deeply as
possible the life setting that is shaping the limits, yearnings and
potentials of those who seek a relationship with God through their
church. Concrete analysis of actual life conditions is a necessary
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foundation for both defining our mission and guiding our ministry.
For example, in designing an approach to adult faith formation
it is important to understand the critical premium on time currently
being faced by adults across the board in North America - time
has replaced money as the scarcest "commodity". For the average
Canadian household, "making ends meet" currently requires some
74 hours of paid employment per week
about 20 hours more per
week than in 1990. The number of people involved in volunteer
activities has declined by more than one million during the past
five years, and the total number of hours dedicated to volunteer
work by more than 9%. All studies indicate that these changes are
not due to Canadians caring any less, but simply are a result of the
fact that they have less "free" time. Canadians are actually
contributing more fmancially to charitable organizations, but to
fewer of them - currently an average of three per donor instead of
almost ten a decade ago.
These social trends related to this one factor- time - indicate

-

that people are increasingly anxious to ensure that the resources
they do offer really count; that the activities they undertake really
matter, that their contribution will make a meaningful difference
in their lives and the lives of people they care about. They also
indicate the significant level of general demand people face in their
daily lives, and the increasing scarcity of meaningful opportunities
for nurture. During the past year, we have held structured
discussions with 20 individuals who have been recent newcomers
to the church. In all cases, they expressed shock and dismay at one
aspect that was common to their experiences - and which led
most of them not to return. One man from Edmonton described it
this way: "After the service I went to introduce myself and the first
thing I was asked was if I would be willing to chair a committee!
No one asked what I needed, what I was looking for. I came to the
: church because

I'm wanting to deepen my relationship with God.
I am willing to contribute, and I understand that service is part of
how we come to know God. But, this didn't feel like that - to me
it felt like organizational greed. It felt like they wanted to eat me

---
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rather than feed me!"
Taking adults seriously in faith formation means doing the
hard work of analyzing and understanding our context: politically,
socially, culturally, spiritually. Contextual analysis is instructive
not only in understanding the needs of newcomers, but also in
coming to terms with the issue of faith formation as a need within
the congregationas a whole. Our surveys,studiesand conversations
indicate that the spiritual needs of newcomers and long-standing
members are increasingly similar. A congregational leader from
Vancouver crystallized the situation in a single sentence: "Our
people have a deep hunger for God - for an experience of God,
and a relationship with God - and they are telling us very clearly
that they will not be satisfied with anything less."
II. How do we Approach "Faith"?
We've been speaking about contextual reality of adult life in
terms of social and cultural factors. Another context that is
important is the religious tradition from which we draw our
approach to and understanding of faith and faithfulness. In
reflecting on adult faith formation, we've become very aware of
how differentlythe issuewouldbe approachedfrom within different
traditions. This understandingis increasinglyimportantin a cultural
context in whichmore and morepeople havebackgroundsin several
religious traditions, or in none.
Every religious tradition attends to a range of elements in
addressing the faith formation of adults, but each also tends to give
priority to particular aspects that reflect its understanding of the
nature of faith and faithfulness. Within Judaism, for example, a
new initiate would be invited to learn the Torah and to focus on
being able to properly carry out key ritual practices. Developing
theological understanding is encouraged but not essential. What
matters most is not so much what one believes as one's ability to
act in solidarity with the biblical story and the community through
ritual functions - such as correctly fulfilling the mourning
obligations at the death of one's parents.

--
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Within Quakerism, a Christian denomination that does not
adhere to any of the creeds, faith is understood primarily as a matter
of individual conscience expressed through principled behaviour
in the community. It is deemed more important that you be able to
articulate your own beliefs and engage in respectful dialogue with
others rather than to be able to understand or accept doctrine.
Therefore, faith formation among Quakers gives priority to active
training in certain spiritual practices or disciplines of community
life such as personal discernment or collective decision-making.
In the reformed tradition generally,and the United Church in
particular, primacy historically has been given to theological
concepts or cognitively defined beliefs. Approaches to adult faith
formation,therefore,tend to emphasizethe developmentof a correct
or mature understanding of theological ideas, and on the integrity
of theologically based personal values with action in the public
domain. There is much merit in this approach, but also a
fundamental problem in relation to our contextual reality. That is,
a focus on ideas and understanding about God is unlikely to be
satisfying or nurturing to people who are actually, increasingly,
hungering for and seeking an experience of God, a relationship
with God. While it is true that "faith asks the intellect for help",
aild western minds are bent toward reason, we must be both able to
explore the faith intellectually with adults in our communities and
at the same time recognize that what they hunger for cannot be
satisfied by the words and ideas that we use to describe the source
and end of our spiritual longing.
The different elements emphasized by various religions
traditions in approaching f~ith formation reflect, to some extent,
differing perspectives on the nature of faith itself. And this may be
the real challengewe face in taking seriouslyour post-Christendom
context: not so much coming to terms with the place or status of
the church as coming to grips with our understanding of the nature
of faithfulness. Webelieve this is a challenge to be welcomed, and
take as our starting point a number of assumptions:
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That each of us is designed to be in relationship with God. To
acknowledge this is what it is to be "religious" - literally. "to be
bound". Religions are the way in which we practice our faithfulness,
our "living in the knowledge that we belong to God";
That relationship with God is, in the Christian tradition, the
heart of faith. The Biblical promise of "a new heaven and a new
earth" (Rev. 21) expresses the liberating and transforming vision
of this relationship - simply, ultimately, that "God will be at home
with the people", so much so that the very identity of God shall be
"God- with-them";
That the hunger for an experience of or relationship with God
being expressed by so many people, both within and outside our
congregations, is something to be celebrated and engaged with
respect rather than criticized or treated with suspicion;
That faith is something that is not simply a given thing, nor
solely something that can be assumed as an inheritance. Nor is it a
static thing - it is something that is "formed", and also continually
"transformed". While each person is on a spiritual journey, it is
not necessarily a linear path;
That belonging to the Christian tradition means that we
understand our relationship
to God both individually
and
communally. Our commitment to the church, the "body of Christ",
is based in the belief that we will know God through, in part, being
shaped and transformed by our encounter with the divine through
the community of followers;
That as teachers of our faith, we need to know our tradition
and be passionately committed to sharing it, not as information but
as formation - recognizing the religious nature of each person,
learning to nurture and guide their search for God, inviting them to
engage the spiritual practices of our tradition.
Our premise is that the questions raised by faith formation
and leadership development in the church are fundamentally
spiritual ones and not technical ones. Our understanding is that
the goal of adult faith formation is neither growth nor survival; it is
discipleship. Our conviction is that faith is not an answer to the

,.
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question "Is it correct?" or "Do you agree?"; it is a response to the
invitation "Will you follow?" Our belief is that it is in following
and belonging that we are fed, that we experience that for which
we hunger.
. We are guided by the final parable presented in the Gospel of

Matthew in which, facing torture and death, Jesus persists in
identifying the sacred in the daily sufferingand simplecompassion
of others. "I was hungry and you gave me food; I was thirsty and
you gave me drink; I was a stranger and you made me welcome;
naked and you clothed me, sick and you visited me, in prison and
you came to see me." (Matt. 25) We don't think this is offered
simply as a good piece of classical rhetoric, or as a clever literary
device. We believe this is what Jesus really meant, in flesh and
blood terms - to identify the presence of the God with the
community of those who suffer,struggle and share. Weunderstand
the resurrection of Jesus to mean that this spiritual reality continues
to be true.

m. What do weMean by ''Formation''?
As noted above, eachreligioustraditiontends to give emphasis
to one aspect or another in its approach to adult faith formation.
These emphases not only reflect their particular understandings of
the nature of faith and faithfulness, they also function to define the
points of access to the tradition and to prescribe means of
participation in the community. They constitute the gate a seeker
must pass through to enter the community,and set out the practices
deemed appropriate for experiencing our relationship with God.
We believe that if we are to take context seriously, our approach to
adult faith formation must increasingly seek to bring together the
perspectives of Christian education and community development.
If the heart of the Christian understanding of our relationship
with God is recognized in Jesus' invitation to "follow me", the
characteristics of the earliest Christian community may provide us
with the basis for a framework for considering an integrated
approach to adult faith formation. The initial development of the
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church as an inclusive and expanding community is presented with
clinical precision: ''They remained faithful to the teachings of the
apostles, to the fellowship, to the breaking of bread, and to the
prayers. ... They lived together and owned everything in common
... they shared their food gladly and generously" (Acts 2).
Reflecting on these marks of the earliest Christian community
and the experience and emphases of different faith traditions, we
believe there are probably five key elements that must be addressed
by any model of adult faith formation that seeks coherence and
integrity. They are:
I. Theological Concepts (the understanding of the core beliefs, doctrine and
history of the faith tradition, and the skins and abilities to reflect on and
articulate them);
2. Ethics (the affirmation of values and application of standards in personal
behaviour and in the public domain, and the ability to assess and advocate
for them in relation to emerging issues);
3. Personal Journey (the recognition of a relation between my own person
and story and the sacred person and story, and the ability to draw upon this
as a basis for continuing growth and development);
4. Spiritual Practices (the familiarity through observation and practice with
the key rituals and spiritual disciplines of the faith tradition, and the ability
to seek means and guidance to continually deepen the individual and collective experience of prayer);
5. Community Life (the commitment to engaging in an intimate, open, discerning and accountable community, and the skills and ability to create,
manage and sustain community with others).

We assert that all five elements are essential and crucial, and that
the task of ensuring an adequate attention to each element and an
appropriate balance among them would be the basis of developing
an integrated approach to adult faith formation. For that reason
we have hesitated to list them numerically in this manner. However,
we also believe that this ordering probably actually reflects the
priority traditionally ascribed to these five areas within the practice
of the United Church. Further, we believe that the ordering also
reflects an assumption - at least tacit - of a required sequence.
That is, it seems to be assumed that one cannot enter into the process
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of adult faith fonnation with rea1legitimacy or authenticity through,
for example, engaging in spiritual practices, unless one first
establishes a clear basis of understanding in relation to one's
theological beliefs. Conversely, for example, it may sometimes be
perceived that so long as abilities in the areas of theological concepts
and ethics are present, then community life skills are less necessary.
In that sense, the numerical ordering presented describes to some
extent the conceptual and practical challenges we face.
It is our conviction that people hungering for an experience
of God are drawn in one way or another to communities marked by
the genuine practice of those who "follow". We sense that there is
a connection between the divine reality God's people long for and
that which nurtures that longing into faith. We believe that if we
are to respond meaningfully to our context and develop effective
strategies for adult faith fonnation, intentionality and integration
of the five elements of the faith community must be emphasized in
all situations, from the congregation to the education centres and
academic institutions. While the establishment of organizational
priorities may be inevitable and necessary, we must be mindful
that they do not prescribe a linear approach to faith fonnation that
does not reflect the reality of people's lives and spiritual experience.
People are drawn to all five marks of a faith community and we
need leaders experienced and trained to offer leadership in all five.
Where we traditionally have been weak, we must be stronger.
The hunger that is being expressed by people both outside the
church and within our congregations, and the three contextual
concerns identified at the beginning of this article, relate specifically
to the areas of spiritual practices and community life. The question
of adult faith fonnation is whether or not we are willing to take
these aspects of our tradition and our people's hunger seriously. If
your children ask for bread, would you give them a stone?

u
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SOME RELIGIOUS ELEMENTS IN
CONTEMPORARY CULTURE
by Tony Thompson
J.R.R. Tolkien's Lord of the Rings, and J.K. Rowling's Harry
Potter books, have recently been made into wildly popular movies.
These movies, and the books on which they are based, offer us an
opportunity to reflect on the ways in which our cultural milieu
holds within itself the religious elements that help us to make valuebased decisions. We are reminded indeed that culture is never devoid
of religious components. All around us, meaning is imbedded within
the instruments that are created to entertain us: books, music,

movies, architecture - any aspect of culture carries with it some
vision of how society might be, could be, ought to be.
Children attest to the joy they feel as they listen to the
adventures in which Harry Potter and his friends find themselves
embroiled. They draw impressions from the stories; they talk about
them; they reflect on how a particular episode might intersect with
their own lives; they take something from the story with them.
That the stories themselves are well-written is a bonus for the adults
who read the chapters aloud to their children; that the stories have
images that remind an adult reader oflong-buried experiences serves
to enhance the shared quality of the work; that the stories have the
ability to cut a wide swath across the generational divide that tends
to separate the adult reader from the child-listener, in such series
as Goose Bumps or The Magic Tree House, to name but two, is
comprehensive evidence of Rowling's ability to touch that elusive
universal within each of us in order to create a truly magical
moment.

But let's begin our examination of culture. with J. R. R.
Tolkien's most famous work, The Lord of the Rings, which has
been ranked by some as being among the greatest works of English
literature in the 20th Century. That it touches a nerve within those
who love it cannot be argued. Over the years, it has become clear
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that there is a significant portion of the population which, having
read the books, have embraced the story totally.
Those who become fans grapple with the intricate interweaving of themes that penneate the plot. It is not enough that we
know the characters and the events. We seek to discover the
connections that make it all work. David Eddings puts it well when
he discusses his concept of the required elements for good fantasy:
a likeable hero, a believable quest, engaging companions, a perilous
journey, a fonnidable foe, a realistic denouement.} Tolkien combines
these elements into a story of courage confronting evil, where the
conventional logic is inverted. It is not the physically strongest
amongst the fellowship who is the hero; it is not even the most
upstanding amongst them who prevails. It is the persistent one, the
one who cowers in the face of the enemy but perseveres. He is the
one who completes the task, while the wise and great are otherwise
occupied.
The fellowship begins with an acknowledgement that it
possesses the one great ring of power. Conventional wisdom says
that this ring could - and should - be used to destroy its creator,
the evil Lord Sauron. But those who could wield this ring adamantly
refuse to do so. They refute the traditional path of power and choose,
instead, to return the ring to its place of origin, deep in the heart of
Sauron's domain, there to destroy it. They recognize that the route
to its destruction will prove to be a lonely one. In the end, too, it is
happenstance that actually allows this noble quest to succeed. The
ring of power is balanced precariously in the acquisitive Gollum's
hand as he takes that fatal step backward and plunges into the great
chasm of Oroduin. Gollum, whose life is spared early in the story
because he might yet have a part to play, becomes the instrument
through which the ring is destroyed. He achieves what Prodo
Baggins, humble, courageous, persistent Hobbit that he is, could
not achieve because the ring has so consumed him that he is unable,
in the end, to release it of his own accord. It is Gollum, also
1Eddings, David and Leigh The Rivan Codex (New York: The Ballantyne
Publishing Group, 1998) pp. 1-20.
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consumed by the ring, who has hunted to the ends of Middle Earth
to find it once again, and who, in fmding it, bites the finger that
holds it in order to repossess the precious thing for himself, thereby
initiating the jubilant dance sequence that leads to his wayward
step and doom.
AIl of this is being played out in one arena while the forces of
the West have gathered in another part of Middle Earth for one last
battle against the Dark Lord; a battle whichthe leaders, in particular
Gandalf and Aragom, freely acknowledge cannot be won, unless
the ring itself can be destroyed in time. The battle, in this instance,
is not the climax:;it is ancillary - its purpose is to divert Sanron's
attention from what is happening in his own realm. The battle is
successful precisely because it never loses sight of its true purpose:
to distract Sanron so that he forgets to keep an eye on his own
borders, thereby allowing the ring-bearer to slip in and make his
way to Mount Doom to accomplish his mission.
AIong the way, there is death and resurrection. We watch as
Gandalf battles the Balrog, a creature of such unimaginable
malignancythat artistsfind differentways of paintingthis particular
scene. We hear his farewell gasp, "Fly, you fools!"2 We mourn
with his friends this first sundering of the Fellowship. And we
rejoice when he returns, larger than life, ennobled, transfigured,
Gandalf the White, vested in an aura of invincibility that lightens
our hearts.
Along the way, there is temptation. It is humankind,
represented by the swarthy Boromir, who succumbs to that
temptation. He cannot understand why it is that the mighty will not
use the ring to their military advantage, and so he seeks to wield it
himself, as the logical next-in-line. His longing forces Frodo to
escape, with Samwise his faithful attender in close pursuit, driving
the next wedge into the fellowshipof the ring, causing the remnants
to take two divergent roads: Frodo and Samwise to Mordor;
Aragom, Legolas, Gimli, Merry and Pippin to Gondor.
2

Tolkien, J. R. R. The Fellowship of the Ring, Revised Edition (Boston:

Houghton Mifflin Co., 1986) p. 345.
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Along the way, there is betrayal. Saruman, colleague of
Gandalf, one of the remaining circle of ancient wizards, covets the
ring forhimselfandpasses throughwhiteinto arainbow-huedcloak.
This is not a sign of promise, but of betrayal; not a pure colour, but
a confusion of colours revealing a psychic inner disturbance which
will eventually see him reduced to the status of a quasi-mortalordinary, undistinguished, yet retaining just enough malevolent
power to wreak his vengeance upon The Shire.
Along the way, there is despair. Denethor, an old ruler who
has entered somewhatmore intimatelyinto the mind of his nemesis,
Sauron, than is good for any mortal, sees only the probability of
universaldestructionand seeksto hasten its onset,like someMiddle
Earth equivalent of Wagner's Gotterdammerung or Hitler's
scorched earth policy. His suicide upon his funeral pyre brings a
jarring note into the story - marring the hope expressed in grim
determination by those who choose to continue the heroic struggle.
Along the way,too, there is gender awareness. Limited, to be
sure, because women do not playa major role in this epic fantasy;
by and large, they are there to serve and to become marriage
partners, though one of the Great Elf-Lords is Galadriel of
Lothlorien, who keeps in her care one of the three rings made for
the elven Lords. At the height of the battle, faced with the mighty
captain of Sauron's forces on his invincible steed, the army is
reminded in insolent terms that no man may kill this creature of
the Dark Lord. But a woman! That possibility is not foreseen. A
woman, aided by a halfling - the weak bringing down the mighty
- this is perhaps Tolkien's biggest surprise in a tale ftlled with
astonishing twists.
Along the way,there is imperfection.Theseheroes are flawed.
They show their weaknesses.They live through their vulnerability
as much as through their strengths. They make bad decisions, and
admit making them. They do not know, and admit not knowing.
They rest along the way, when speed is of the essence. They are
slow to grasp the possibilities, and unprepared when danger assails
them close to home. Indeed, the story concludes with a kind of
coda - a miniature encapsulation of the grand experience,.as The
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Shire, home of the Hobbits, is itself ravaged by war - the remnant
of Saruman's hatred for those who have interfered with his dreams
of glory. There is no happy ever after. There is the reality of a
savaged land in need of mending, and of injured bodies in need of
healing. The wounds from the journey do not magically disappear.
They recur, as a reminder of the incidents that cau$ed them. And in
the end, they lay claim to life, even to the life of our hero, Frodo,
who, to Samwise's intense regret, is without honour among his
own folk in spite of his courageous deeds.
These are religious elements! By religious, we mean that they
speak to the deeper level within all of us, the level that seeks to
touch that which enlarges the ordinary, which ennobles the
commonplace. They speak to our awareness that we, too, are
engaged in an epic struggle; that the decisions we make, the choices
that are part and parcel of our everyday routine, will playa part in
determining the outcome of our lives as well as of others' lives,
and that the success of a few lends hope to all!
How does this tale intersect with that of Harry Potter? In the
Harry Potter stories, we meet an orphan who is mistreated by his
custodial family - relatives who fear his different-ness. Gradually,
we learn that Harry has a second family, comprised of individuals
who share his birth parents' gifts, and who are very much interested
in his safety and well-being. This alternate family provides him a
community in which to develop his own specific and not
inconsiderable talents, to become, in the fullness of time, all that
he can become. As Harry is nurtured in the environment provided
by Hogwarts School for Witchcraft and Wizardry, he learns that he
is the child of a loving and courageous witch and wizard; that he
himself bears the mark of a survivor in a conflict against absolute
evil; that far from being unknown, he is famous - and reveredin a world that exists far outside the ken of his fatuous relatives;
that he is expected - indeed, apparently destined - to face this
evil again and again, with the support of the loyal friends who now
form his extended family.
Hogwarts is not just about fighting evil, though. It is a

children's world of meals and classes, games and home-work,
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playing hooky and midnight escapades; of petty jealousies and
deepening friendships; of inexplicable hatreds and lasting loyalties;
of children who mime their own parents' discriminatory attitudes
and children who rise above them. The magical elements serve to
intensify some of these experiences, but the magic never displaces
them. These stories operate and, to a large extent succeed, on a
human level. You never forget that these are children who live in a
world where good and evil co-exist, where He Who Must Not be
Named represents a potent force, and yet where the murky tension
that is the gray between absolute right and absolute wrong also
sends forth its foggy tentacles. Alongside our hero, we are invited
to question what is right, who is good, where the danger lies, and
whom we can trust.
Perhaps particularly because he is an orphan, Harry Potter
wrestles with loss and death and the connective-ness he has to
parents he can know only through the memory of others. There is a
touching scene where his mentor, Hagrid, assembles an album of
photographs collected from all of his parents' friends and presents
this to Harry as a way of introducing him to the life they knew
prior to their death at the hands of Lord Voldemort. J. K. Rowling
does not shy away from death. She tackles it with a refreshing
honesty that strips it of some of its fearfulness. A classmate is killed.
The authorities want to pretend it never happened. But the
Headmaster declares it, and names it for what it is - an act of evil
by one who, if not subdued, will not stop at this single death. It is
this same Headmaster, Albus Dumbledore, who, in a poignant scene
following Harry's encounter with the spirit of his deceased father,
reminds him of this:
You think the dead we have loved ever truly leave us? You think that we
don't recall them more clearly than ever in times of great trouble? Your
father is alive in you. Hany. and shows himself most plainly when you have
need of him. 3

Biblical? Maybe not. Religious? DefInitely!
3

Rowling. J. K. K. Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkahan (Vancouver:

Raincoast Books. 1999) p. 312.
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Whatever we read, or view, or hear - books, movies, music
- becomes part of our personal and collective awareness. "The
Medium is the Message" "Show me the money!" "She Loves You,
Ya, Ya, Ya!" These are by-words for a generation of culturally
influenced children who may not be able to recite the 23rd Psalm
or the Beatitudes, but who know the lyrics of some of the more
provocative songs of their age. Who among us, having seen the
movie Jaws, hears the opening bars to its theme without
immediately picturing that triangular fin moving across the dark
water's surface?Who does not feel connectedto the funny,rubbery
alien abandonedon this planetbecause his curiosity for plants leads
him too far away from the ''Mother Ship"? Who can watch David
in the Kubrick/Spielberg f1lm, "A. I. -Artificial Intelligence" and

not think of him as a little boy. Of course, this imaging is helped by
the fact that the bionic child is played by a human actor. Perhaps
the real test will come when a robotic actor plays the bionic child.
Seeing David as a child, one feels consternation, anger, pain as he
is "let go" in the forest by a mother-figure who sees this as the only
way to protect her "child", who otherwise is destined for the metal
scrapheap that is the ultimate detritus of a new civilization.
Do any of these images "change" us? If religious elements
within culture do inspire positive change, then that transformation
is subtle and more long-term in its development. People who read
The Lord of the Rings do not suddenly develop a passion for
mushrooms, even if it is a delicacy among Hobbits. But they are
given the scope to dwell on the nature of good and evil, and on
their own complicity in the joUrney towards evil, on the untested
resources that lie between them and the destination, and on their
capacity to trust in the unusual, even if it lies totally outside the
range of their everyday logic. People who read Harry Potter do not
instantly become wizards or witches, though they might dream of
Quidditch stardom and sorting hats that recognize their inner
potential and place them in a setting where that potential could be
expanded to its maximum benefit. But closing the pages of a Harry
Potter story might lead a reader to contemplate what one's own

personal strengths

-

-

and weaknesses

-

might be; what
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responsibilities come with loyalty to another person; how to value
the positive within a family dynamic and how to counter-act those
situations, experiences, emotions that create a negative self-image.
The ethic of work runs through these stories as well suggesting an awareness of a western, capitalist environment where
work, above all else, is Prized. even if not always fairly remunerated.
Nothing comes easily to Harry Potter, except perhaps his ability to
fly on a broom, an activity at which he discovers quickly that he is
a natural. For all his magical prowess, and the power of those around
him, he still gets bloodied, wounded, injured. frightened, confused,
and is at times fool-hardy, irresponsible, and even fatalistic. His is
not a perfect world; but in spite of the magic is very human. and
therefore accessible to the rest of us. In The Lord of the Rings.
none of the great elves is able to use his or her inherent power to
make things right. Gandalf himself voices in the strongest possible
terms his repudiation upon being offered the role of ring-bearer;
he is able to confess his own limitations and to admit that he is
vulnerable to its power to possess him. Indeed, the Great Elves
understand all too clearly that destroying the one ring of power
will probably deplete the power held within their respective rings
because these rings have been inter-connected since their forging.
It turns out that their analysis is correct. With the destruction of the
one ring, the strengths of the three diminish, and the life-lines of
the Great Elves ebb to their close. But meanwhile, there is hard
work to be done. Harry Potter and Tolkien's figures, Gandalf and

Aragorn, Frodo and Samwise - they move along their respective
journeys amidst blood, sweat, and tears.
Furthermore, the outcome remains in doubt! Yes, this is after
all only literature, and the ending rests in the hands of an author
who is more likely than not to fashion a positive climax. But, there
is that tension of wondering. How will it end? Who will survive?
Prior to the distribution date for The Goblet of Fire, the fourth
Harry Potter book, Rowling let slip that one of the characters is
going to die. That created a buzz of concern, because we did not
know which one and speculation ran rampant as we tried to guess,

and,in guessing,rationalizedjust whyit is thatcertainpeople-
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for instance Ron Weasley, the loyal companion - could not be
killed. We believe that Harry Potter will defeat Lord Voldemortat
the conclusion of the cycle, in Book Seven, but we do not know
this for certain. And it is this suspense that links the stories into our
own lives, where outcomes remain even more uncertain, hidden
amidst veils of confusion and indecision, of happenstance and
unforeseen consequences. Had Gollum not made a play for the
ring, redeeming it from Prodo's possession at the precise moment
when Prodo cannot destroy it, how would Tolkien have ended his
great masterpiece? Mount Doom would have carried with it a totally
different meaning. Even though we expect - and yes, hope that Harry Potter will win, we are left with a frisson of doubt that
carries with it also a vague uneasiness about some of the other
characters we have already met along the way - Draco Malfoy,
for example - who give evidence of a nascent evil that could
cause much harm in the journey to come. ''The poor you have with
you always," Jesus said, in a much misunderstood quotation. Poor,
like Evil or Good, is a relational word; we are poor in comparison
to one who has much more than we do, but rich also when compared
to one who has far less. We see evil in comparison to that which is
good. Evil is not vanquished simply because the most evil of persons
has been destroyed. It might be a lesser evil, but it remains an evil
in comparison to that which is good. Sauron's death does not protect
The Shire from the smaller evil that Saruman remains capable of
perpetrating.
Harry Potter andProdo Baggins are, if you will, pint-sized
heroes in a world of Big People. They help us also to make
connections between the world as children view it, in all its chaotic
splendour, and the world as adults seek to order it. That vision was
detailed in several eye-opening films by John Hughes in the 1980's,
including The Breakfast Club and Ferris Bueller's Day Off, where
the camera lens acts as a sight-line for teenagers and manages to
interpret and convey to the audience how they view the adults
around them. Charles Schultz, the creator of the Peanuts comic
strip, understood the potency of this childlike vision and reflects it
in the gibberish that the adults in his televised cartoons speak, as

---
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opposed to the children who are able to articulate clearly. There is
something in this about children also having a voice, which runs
counter to the received wisdom of a previous age, where children
were expected to be seen but not heard.
Theseheroes fmd themselvesin the midst of a whole spectrom
of heroes(with a few heroines)who arelargerthan life.One member
of this particular group is James Bond, the action figure who works
for the British Secret Service, code-named 007, licenced to kill.
England's suave, sophisticated response to global terrorism, he
moves seam1esslyfrom one exotic location to the next, putting out
regional fires, saving the world, even flying into space to destroy
some nauseous glass canisters; all accomplished faster than you
can say, "Bond, James Bond" and "Vodka Martini, Shaken, not
Stirred." He combats evil in its varied guises: from cold war
espionage, Soviet-style, to international terrorist extortionists to
raving media mogul megalomaniacs. Bond aficionados await with
eager anticipation the latest chase sequence, the seemingly
implausible gadgets developed by Q which somehow make it into
the mainstream of life a few years later (the remote-control car, for
example) and, more recently, the friction between M, played by
Judi Dench, and the heretofore chauvinist Bond, played opposite
her'by a kinder, gentler Pierce Brosnan.
What makes Bond work on an entertainment level is that it is
not intended to be taken seriously. The sight-gags, the quips, the
irreverent humour all serve to distance you from the horrors of
exploding helicopters and sinking submarines, and you go into a
Bond film knowing that he will win, even if there is less than a
second left on the detonator timer.Indiana Jones works in a similar
vein. Action and humour, drama and comedic relief blend to create
a package more fantastic than realistic.
Yet characters like Bond and Jones are part of our cultural
milieu, as much as Romeo and Juliet, Hamlet, Oliver 1\vist, and
the glowering Heathcliffe of Wuthering Heights. What they point
to is attitude - how we view our world and our place in it. And
that attitudeis shaped,in part, by the impressionswe acquire.Frodo
never doubts for a moment that he can carry the ring. "I will take
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it," he says, ''Though I do not know the way!" 4 Where did he gain
such self-confidence? Can reading about him impart that quality
to others? Can a piece of music move an individual to abandon the
pathways of warrior kings? Can Harry Potter inspire children to
live up to their full potential?
These are the issues that we confront as we absorb the images
with which our culture bombards us each and every day. How do
we take the positive elements and shape them into a coherent,
meaningful life that makes sense out of the chaos around us? More
to the point, perhaps, how do we create agreement on what those
positive elements are? On social issues, such as gender rights and
gay rights, recent judgments have tended to take into account that
quasi-judicial concept, "social mores" - loosely defined as that
which becomes an acceptable standard for society as a whole.
Society now accepts that women have rights and responsibilities
equal to men. Society now accepts that slavery is reprehensible
and that child-labour is a travesty. Society is moving along a
continuum that recognizes that discrimination based on sexual
orientation is as wrong as discrimination based on gender, race, or
creed; that gay rights are as integral to our sense of what it means
to be civilized as have been all the other rights for which individuals
and groups have fought over the years. There is a sense of flow,
here. Society itself is neither monolithic nor static. Its standards
change as people become more comfortable with images that were,
not so long ago, threatening to their parents and grandparents. We
no longer bum presumed witches at the stake. We may not feel
totally at ease in the midst of a Wiccan ritual, but we acknowledge
the right of these individuals to worship as they choose. This writer
recalls vividly following in the steps of a female minister who had
served her pastoral charge for eight years, and who was, for the
children raised in her ministry, the embodiment of ministry. It was
a surprise to them to discover that a minister did not have to be a
woman! Acclimatization - the process of getting used to something
4

Tolkien, J. R. R. The Fellowship of the Ring, Revised Edition (Boston:

Houghton Mifflin Co., 1986) p. 284.
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is an important factor in acceptance, and part of this
acclimatization process is connected to the images that surround
us. Independent studios in recent years have offered us such diverse
films as The Adventures of Priscilla, Queen of the Desert, Get Real,

A Beautiful Thing, and Wilde. Hollywood joined the bandwagon
with a delicate and sympathetic portrayal by Tom Hanks in
Philadelphia of a gay lawyer dying of AIDS which he acquired
during a careless one-night stand; a film ambiguous enough to be
viewed by "Middle America"

-

that conceptual

marketing

stratum

that represents the broadly traditional, conservative mind-set of
the inhabitantsofThe Bible Belt.Gay rights is no longerthe divisive
issueit once was. Societymovesalonga continuumthat is beginning
to embrace this asjust anotherset of rights that defmes our common
civility, and simultaneously marginalizes individuals like Jerry
Falwell and Pat Robertson who interpret the September 11, 2001
terrorist attack on the World Trade Centre in New York City as a
punishment from God for America's adoption of virtually all the
"rights" which society has adopted!This marginalizationbecomes
increasingly evident when one reflects on the lack of seriousness
with whichtheir commentshavebeen taken.When those comments
become the stuff of mainstream comedy, we know that they have
been relegated to the fringes of society.
Culture does convey religious images, which do have
transformative powers. Any reflection on culture needs to include
a free-ranging discussion of the values it imparts. We need to be
aware of the imageswe are viewingand of how those imagesmould
and defme the lives we are living. Weneed to open our eyes to see,
and having seen, to discuss, and having discussed, to incorporate
into our lives that which broadens our perspective, enhances our
understanding of life's meaning, and transforms us into our true
potential.

Prorde
"ONE WHO LAID FOUNDATIONS":
The Story of Barbara Heck
by Marilyn Fiirdig Whiteley!
On August 17, 1904, a group of people gathered in a grove at
the Blue Church cemetery on the banks of the St. Lawrence River,
near Prescott, Ontario. They had come together to hold a memorial
service on the centennial of the death of Barbara Ruckle Heck. Her
grave was marked by a simple marble slab, but soon Methodists of
both Canada and the United States began planning to erect a grander
monument to the "sainted memory," of the woman credited with
planting Methodism in both countries. A little less than five years
later, in July of 1909, a much larger group of nearly two thousand
assembled for the unveiling of the memorial which still stands to
provide a focus for those marking the two-hundredth anniversary
of her death, in 2004.
Those who do not hold Barbara Heck in memory - sainted
or otherwise - may well wonder who she was to deserve this
tribute. But there is more to the story of Barbara Heck than why, in
1866, she was counted by historian Abel Stevens as one of the
three "Foundresses" of Methodism. There is also the story of how,
over time, she came increasingly to be remembered - or glorified.
The story of Barbara Heck must be. taken back almost three
decades before her birth. In the opening years of the 18thcentury, a
number of Protestant refugees were living in Lower Palatinate,
along the Rhine. Their ancestors had come from France,
Switzerland, Holland, and Scandinavia. Early in 1709 they
themselves became refugees as the King of France overran the
Rhineland. Among them were Hecks, Ruckles, and Emburys, who
1 In addition to the sources mentionedbelow,the book "ToTheir Heirs Forever,"

by Eula C. Lapp (Belleville, Ontario: Mika Publishing Company, 1977) provides
invaluable infonnation about Heck and the Palatine families, and I am indebted
to it for much of the infonnation used here.
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would eventually come to North America, but their immediate
destination was London.
The refugees were welcomed by Queen Anne because they
were Protestants, and hence were expected to strengthen antiCatholic feeling in Britain. They were housed temporarily in camps
near London, but there were far too many of them to be integrated
into the immediate area. Where were they to be settled?
For some the answer was Ireland, on the estates of English
landlords there. And so in August of 1709, more than 800 Palatine
families arrived in Ireland. The escape from their homeland had
been perilous, and life in the camp at London difficult, but hardships
were not over for the refugees when they reached Dublin. More
people than expected had accepted the offer of settlement in Ireland,
and provisions were insufficient for the large numbers. Fortunately
for the Hecks, the Ruckles, the Emburys, and some of their friends,
they were soon assigned to the estate of Sir Thomas Southwell,
who was a more just and responsible landlord than many. They
became his tenants in County Limerick.
It was twenty-five years later, in 1734, that Barbara Ruckle
was born there, in Ballingrane, to Margaret Embury and her husband
Bastian Ruckle. She had three brothers and at least one sister. Their
home was directly across from that of the Emburys, and their
relationship was a close as the two houses: Margaret Embury's
brother was married to Bastian Ruckle's sister, so the children of
the two families were double first cousins. Philip Embury was
Barbara Ruckle's favourite among these five cousins. Down the
road lived the Heck family, a grandfather, a husband and wife, and
four children, one of whom was named Paul.
In 1747 John and Charles Wesley preached in Ireland for the
fll"sttime, and a few small Methodist societies were begun. When
John returned, Philip Embury and another young man accompanied
their teacher, Philip Guier, to hear him. In the fall of 1749 Guier
organized a Methodist society in their home settlement. Methodism
began to spread among the Palatine settlers; Barbara Ruckle and
Paul Heck were converted, and Embury became a lay preacher.
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Then in 1756 John Wesley visited Ballingrane, and stood beneath
the pear tree in the Ruckles' front yard to preach. Two years later
the Methodists built a chapel on the Southwell estate: Methodism
was firmly planted in Ballingrane.
Yet all was not wen for the Palatines. Irish Landlords were
increasing their rents at an alarming rate, and also began
confiscating the pasture land that had been held in common. For
many of the tenants, the onlyhope seemedto lie across the Atlantic.
And so in June of 1760, a number of the younger members of the
Ballingrane community set sail for New York.Among them were
Barbara Ruckle and Paul Heck, who had married earlier in the
year, and also Barbara's cousin, PhilipEmbury.The group intended
to establish a linen factory in the New Yorkcolony.The Hecks and
the Emburys settled into homes in New York City which at that
time had a population of about fourteen thousand.
There were no Methodist societies in the city at the time, and
the Palatine emigrants became lax in their religious observances.
The details of what happened next have been hotly debated, but
something occurredin the fall of 1766that was to have a significant
impact. This general outline is probably accurate: Barbara Heck
came upon several of her neighbours playing cards. Outraged at
this worldlybehaviour,she swept the cards from the table and threw
them into the fire. Then she hastened to her cousin, Philip Embury,
and urged him to preach, claiming that otherwise they would "all
go to hen together". Embury replied that he had no congregation,
and no place to preach. She told him to preach in his own house,
and he did. His handful of listeners included Paul and Barbara
Heck and their black slave.
It was a small beginning, but the congregation grew rapidly
during the next months. Soon the house would not hold them, and
the group rented an upper room and later, when that proved too
small, a long though narrow rigging 10ft,where sails were made.
Another Irishman, Captain Thomas Webb,joined with Embury to
share the responsibilityfor preaching. The reawakened Methodists
formed a class, that distinctive Methodist institution in which they
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met regularly with the class leader for accountability
and
encouragement.
By 1768 the congregation needed a home of its own. Again
details are sketchy, but according to tradition, Barbara Heck became
filled with certainty that this was God's will. She presented to the
group a plan for a simple chapel. Money was collected, with John
Wesley himself sending fifty pounds that had been raised in
England, and also some of his writings to be sold in support of the
enterprise. Property on John Street was purchased, and in the fall
of 1768, two years after Philip Embury had preached his first sennon
the New World, he preached at the dedication of the new chapel,
the first Methodist church in New York.
Although the Methodist society was thriving, the Palatine
immigrants were not content with their situation. Unable to find
suitable property for a weaving establishment in the immediate
area, they began looking farther afield. Eventually they were able
to acquire a tract of land in the Camden Valley, in New York not far
from what is now Bennington, Vennont. Early in 1770, more than
a dozen families, including the Hecks and the Emburys, left New
York City, made their way north, and began to clear, and build, and
plant crops. Paul and Barbara Heck had 250 acres; next to the Hecks'
land was the farm of Philip Embury.
Embury resumed his preaching in this new location, and once
again the people joined together in a Methodist class. Another Irish
Methodist, Thomas Ashton, moved to property just west of Camden
Valley which soon became known as Ashgrove. He and Embury
became friends, and they organized other classes in the region.
According to one report, Barbara Heck accompanied her cousin
on one of his trips during which he organized a class, even though
she had five small children at the time!
The lay ministry of Embury was vital to the community of
Palatines and beyond, but in August of 1773 tragedy struck: Philip
Embury was stricken while he was mowing his field, and he died a
few days later. The first Methodist Conference in North America
had met in Philadelphia one month before Embury's death. At that
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time, the majority of classes in New YorkProvince were in the city
of New York or on the Ashgrove Circuit, strong testimony to the
work of Philip Embury, and indirect evidence of the influence of
Barbara Heck.
Embury's death was a cause for deep grief among the Camden
Valley settlers, but they also had increasing difficulty of another
kind, as the threat of revolution loomed. Gradually they were
building up their farms and their small community, and no doubt
they had a strong desire for stability in their much-disrupted lives.
But they also had strong loyalty to the Crown, and a dislike of
violence. The situation was complicated by John Wesley himself
when, in 1775,he advised the colonists in a pamphlet titledA Calm
Address to OurAmerican Colonies.Wesleyjudged that the colonies
had no legitimate grievances against the king, and his opinion had
the unwelcome result of casting suspicion on the loyalty of the
Methodist colonists. Acts of violence against them increased.
In 1776, Paul Heck was one of many in the community who
joined a loyalist regiment, and he served the king's army until his
discharge two years later. It was not only the troops who faced
hardship and danger: life was also very difficult for those, like
Barbara Heck, who remained at home. The Heck farm was
confiscated by the rebels in 1778. Paul Heck was in the Montreal
area, and his wife joined him there. The journey was not an easy
one, but Barbara was more fortunate than many who could take
with them only what they could carry. Somehow she was able to
transport not only a largepewter tray,but also the grandfatherclock
which had been a gift when she and Paul had married in 1760.
Even her safe arrival in Montreal did not end the family's
hardships.AlthoughPaulhad workedsomeof the timeas a boatman,
and probably found other employment as well, the family was
among many whose names appear on the lists of those needing aid.
They also suffered another personal sorrow with the death of their
youngest child, Nancy. There are no official records to verify that
the Hecks and their friends joined in Methodist worship, but there
is indirect evidence of their activity. When a Methodist preacher

-
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came to the city soon after 1800, he discovered that a group of
Methodists had been meeting for a number of years; they had even
rented a small building so that they could worship together. It is
likely, though not documented,that Barbara and Paul were among
the founding members.
In the spring of 1785, the family made one more move, this
time upstream along the St. Lawrence River to Augusta Township.
Land there had been made available to the loyalists, who were
supplied with provisions for three years. They were taken by boat
to a few miles west of the present town of Prescott, Ontario.
Settlementhadbegunthe previousyear,so by this timethe township
held about six hundred people. The Hecks settled on the third
concession and began once more to make a new home for
themselves. Some members of the Palatine group lived nearby,
including Margaret, the widow of Philip Embury, and John
Lawrence whom she had subsequentlymarried.Others of the group
settled a bit farther west, in the Bay of Quinte area.
Once again the Hecks and their neighbours expressed their
faith by joining together for worship and for the Methodist
discipline of the class meeting. Their class was led by Samuel
Embury, the son of Philip and Margaret, who lived with his mother
and her husband.In 1790,WilliamLosee received permission from
Methodist Bishop Asbury, in the United States, to spend a year
ministeringin Canada.On his firstSundaymorningin the settlement
near Prescott, he preached in the home of the Hecks. Delighted to
have a preacher among them, the people came in such numbers for
the service that evening that the house would not hold them, and
Losee preached in the Hecks' barn.
Paul Heck died in 1795. His wife survived him by nine years,
dying suddenly on the 17thof August, 1804, her New Testament
and Psalter on her lap. She was seventy years of age. There was
not yet a Methodist chapel in the area at the time, but the Hecks
had supported the erection of a Church of England building, now
known as the Blue Church, in their neighbourhood; it was located
near a cemetery that had been established a few years before Paul's
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death. Both husband and wife were buried there, and the family
erected a modest stone.
Though this is the end of one part of the story of Barbara
Heck, it is only the beginning of another part. Her story, like the
chronicle of her family, is full of hardship and of faithfulness, but
many others suffered such hardships, and her most noteworthy act
of faithfulness - casting the cards into the flames and entreating
her cousin to preach - were performed in the quiet obscurity of
her family circle. It is not surprising that there was no public
response to her death, only the mourning of family and friends.
She might well have been forgottenentirely,yet gradually her fame
grew.
One factor that helped the process was the common human
tendency, especially strong, perhaps, among the Methodists, to
celebrate the anniversaries of significant events of their past. The
Heck family did not forget its illustrious member, and during the
centennial of Methodism, Canadian Methodist preachers Egerton
and John Ryerson and Anson Green met with some of the
descendants of the Palatines as they traveled to collect money for
the centennial fund. Egerton Ryerson was editor of the Methodist
newspaper The Christian Guardian, and in the fall of 1839 he
published accounts of his travels, referring to Barbara Heck as "the
Founder of American Methodism".
In 1858 J.B. Wakeley included a chapter on Heck in his Lost
Chapters Recovered from the Early History of American
Methodism. Canadian Methodist historian John Carroll also wrote
about her, and his argument with Wakeley on details of the story

gaveit furtherpublicity.

.

At the time of another centenary - that of Methodism in the
United States, in 1866

-

awareness of Barbara Heck increased

greatly with the publication of a book byAbel Stevens: The Women
of Methodism: Its Three Foundresses, Susanna Wesley, The
Countess of Huntington, and Barbara Heck. At the same time
Methodists in the United States were collecting funds to build a
residence for ministerial students at Garrett Biblical Institution in
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Evanston, nlinois. In the pages of the Guardian, Canadian women
were invited to support the project, and ministers' wives were asked
to take responsibility for the collection of funds.
Phoebe Palmer, holiness evangelist from New York City,
visited the cemetery that same year, and her description of that
visit was published in the December issue of The Ladies Repository.
She planted a rosebush on the grave of "the departed heroine", and
one member of the party sketched the scene. John Carroll reported
the same month in The Christian Guardian that scenes of the
graveyard were available for sale, the proceeds to support the
erection of the monument which the family erected on her grave at
that time.
Of course it is difficult to detennine how widely this awareness
spread among the women and men in local congregations, but there
are occasional indications. For example, in the fall of 1869, the
women of the one Methodist church organized sewing circles, and
named two of them the Susanna Wesley and Barbara Heck circles.
In 1895, William Withrow, editor of the Canadian Methodist
Magazine, wrote a book, Barbara Heck: A Tale of Early Methodism.
Its popularity probably encouraged the next attempt to memorialize
its subject. The Methodist institution, Victoria College, had moved
to Toronto to become Victoria University within the University of
Toronto. It had women students, but no residence for them, and so
a plan was devised to build Barbara Heck Hall for the purpose. An
association was formed, and it solicited contributions to add to the
Hart Massey legacy that was designated for the project. One reader
of Withrow's book wrote to the Guardian in March of 1897 that
she had felt "sorrowful surprise" that the denomination had given
no official recognition to Heck. In her opinion, there could be "[n]o
more fitting denominational tribute... to the 'mother of Canadian
Methodism'" than the erection of the hall.
The building was erected, but it was not fated to carry the
name of Barbara Heck. Lillian Massey Treble, a major supporter
of the project, was averse to the name; apparently some young
women were concerned about being termed "Heckites" or

-
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"Barbarians"! Treblepreferredthe nameAnnesley,the familyname
of John and Charles Wesley's mother, Susanna Annesley. The
building still stands, giving honour to another of the women
important to the history of Methodism.
But Barbara Heck was not forgotten. Following the memorial
service in 1904, plans took shape for a more prominent and noble
monument than that erected in the 1860s.A design was chosen for
a granite monument about twenty feet high, and Methodists from
both Canada and the United States contributed to its cost. The
monument's site was not far from the riverbank, so it would be
seen from the many steamers that passed along the river. On March
3, 1909, an article in the Guardian mentioned the inscription that
was to be placed on the monument: "I laid the foundation, others
have built thereupon."
That announcementbrought an unexpectedreaction.A woman
from Sombra, Ontario, responded in the March 24thissue of the
paper. She claimed that "it would be far from the desire of the
sweet Christian character, Barbara Heck, to boast of what she had
done for her Lord and Master," and "it would turn others away
from wanting to learn more about the beautiful woman that she
was." Furthermore, she wrote, "We ought riot to give the outside
world the impression that Christians boast of what they do for their
Saviour." Her suggestion was accepted. On July 1, 1909, when
young Ethel Bennington, a great-great-great-granddaughter of
Barbara Heck, pulled the string to unveil the memorial, the revised
wording was revealed: "In memory of one who laid foundations
others have built upon."
While many have glorified Barbara Heck, only a few have
tried to understand how her estimation grew in the years following
her death. Elizabeth Gillan Muir devoted a chapter to "The Legacy
of Barbara Heck" in her study "Petticoats in tM Pulpit: The Story
of Early Nineteenth-Century Methodist Women Preachers in Upper

Canada." Muir lamentedhow the memory of the women preachers
faded while accountsof Heck's were increasinglyembellished. She
was a heroine more acceptable than the women preachers because
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her activity was more appropriate than theirs to the contemporary
view of women's proper behaviour.
In his carefully-written entry on Barbara Ruckle (Heck) in
Volume 5 of the Dictionary of Canadian Biography, as. French
stated, "In retrospect, it is evident that the glorification of Barbara
Heck reflected the pride of Canadian and American Methodists in
the rapid growth of their denomination and in their fmn belief that
history is the record of the work of Providence in time." He closed
by suggesting that "the study of her life illuminates the ease with
which history can become hagiography, and the persistent search
in our society for meaningful personal links with the past" (p. 729).
This last statement suggests one additional, specific,
explanation. Traditionally most of the history of religious groups
has focused on the activities and the thoughts of clergy, especially
those clergy in positions of particular power and influence. The
laity have been seen as more "acted upon", than acting. But in the
story of Barbara Heck, lay people have discovered someone like
themselves

-

and a woman, at that!

-

who made a difference.

They have found a meaningful personal link with the past.
Unconcerned about any inflation in the claim that she was a
"Foundress of Methodism", they have seen in Barbara Heck
someone true to her Methodist faith, someone who made a
difference, and her spiritual daughters and sons allover North
America have stood a little taller because of what she did.

Reviews
AN INTRODUCTION TO
THE OLD TESTAMENT:
The Canon and Christian
Imagination
by Walter Brueggemann
Louisville: Westminster
John Knox, 2003. $37.00
Walter Brueggemann is one of
the most creative, prolific, and
popular biblical scholars. Many
people find his attention to rhetoric
and the sociological dynamics in
biblical texts a meaningful way to
make connections with faith and
contemporary society.In this book,
Brueggemann provides a concise
summary of his life's work and
shares recent developments in his
thought
This is one of a new variety of
introductionsto the Old Testament.
Since the rise of modern, historicalcritical approaches to the Bible,
introductions have been strictly
limited to discussions of the
methods and results of historical
criticism. Discussions of theology
of the Bible were separate,
somewhat marginalized in the
discipline. In the last twenty years,
however, biblical studies in North
America have been undergoing a
paradigm shift.Tbe guildsof white,
male biblical scholars have been
joined by a growing number of

---

feminist, liberationist, and, most
recently,
postmodern
and
postcolonial interpreters who have
argued persuasively that the
methods and results of historicalcriticism were never neutral and
objective, but were creative
constructions
that
served
ideological interests. Sensing the
limitations of historical-criticism,
many biblical scholars have been
turningto newer methodsofliterary
criticismthat focuson the finalform
of the text and the role of the reader
in creating meaning. Introductions
to the Old Testament are beginning
to appear that combine history,
literature,
and
theology.
Brueggemann's is the latest of these
andis admirablefortakingseriously
feminist,
postmodern,
and
postcolonial concerns.
Tbe title tells a great deal about
Brueggemann's approach. Many
biblical scholars have moved away
from the title "Old Testament",
because it assumes a Christian
perspective that is often associated
with supersessionism, the idea that
the New Testament is superior to,
and has superseded, the Old.
Supersessionism has legitimated
anti-Semitism. Therefore, some
prefer titles like First Testament or
Jewish Scriptures. The term
"Hebrew Bible" is now common
among biblical scholars in North
America, because it is neither a
Jewish or Christian. term.
Brueggemann retains the title "Old
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are authoritativefor the life andfaith
of the church. Accordingto Childs,
the way communities of faith
through the centuries edited and
arranged the books of the Bible
indicate how they should be
interpreted
theologically.
Brueggemann, however, does not
think the canonical process was so
Bible or Tanakh - Torah, Prophets,
and Writings. Although he successful that it silenced other
comments throughout on the perspectives in the text so that it
theologicalmeaningof the Christian leads only to "church truth". He
order, the discussion is arranged thinks "the Old Testament is
according to the orderof the Jewish 'canonical' in its rich variegation
Bible.
and that the polyvalence of the text
The interpretation of the itself is an important part of the
Christian Old Testamentaccording canonical claim ... a refusal to
closure
that
to the order of the Jewish Bible excessive
characteristically
runs
the
risk
of
might seem contradictory, and
settled
idolatry"
(p.
394).
.
Brueggemann does not explain his
By using the word Imagination
reasons explicitly. It fits, however,
with his stated desire to engage in in the title Brueggemann indicates
dialogue with Jewish interpreters. that he thinksan emphasis on canon
Throughout he recognizes Judaism as a norm must be counterbalanced
along with Christianity as relevant by creative interpretation.Like von
interpretationsof the Hebrew Bible Rad, Brueggemann emphasizesthe
and makes use of the interpretations evidence in the Bible that each
of Jewish
scholars.
This generation engaged in creative
conversation that Brueggemann reinterpretation of the tradition to
begins will be difficult because of make it relevant to new situations.
the history of anti-Semitismand the Faithfulinterpreters,therefore,must
power imbalance between the engage in similar "imaginatively
parties, but, I think, is essential for playful"interpretationsof the Bible.
the recovery of the wisdom of our He recognizes that "scholars
ancestors and closest relatives in increasingly judge the 'historical'
claim of the Old Testament to be
faith.
The use of the word "Canon" in mostly unreliable and unprovable,
the title indicateshis acknowledged and often unlikely" (Dever 2001;
indebtedness to Brevard Childs. Finkelstein and Silbermann 2001).
The canon is the list of books that On the other hand, scholars

Testament" because he reads as a
Christian. In fact, he specifies that
he reads from a Reformed
perspective, and in various places
quotes Calvin and Barth. He
discusses the interpretation of each
book of the Old Testament,
however, in the order of the Jewish
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recognize that the texts are loaded
with ideological freight so that they
cannot be trusted as reliable (Barr
2000)" (p. 8). Brueggemann argues
that the Bible is not history in the
modem sense but literature. "The
literature is not merely descriptive
of a commonsense world; it dares,
by artisticsensibilityandrisk-taking
rhetoric, to posit, characterize, and
vouch for a world beyond the
'common sense'" (p. 9). The Bible
is not history but "an 'alternate
world' of well-being, freedom,
responsibility, alternative to the
world of dominant secular culture
or to the conventional world of
church teaching that too often has
become thin and arid" (p. xiii).This
act of imagination is both
ideological and inspired. Precisely,
this tension requires ever new,
imaginative,
faithful
reinterpretation.
I have always admired
Brueggemann's ability to wrestle
meaning from difficult and
neglected passages and this review
would not be complete without at
least a taste of his interpretation of
particular passages. This example

exodusthat sustainsJewish identity
when it is under threat from
dominant culture (Neusner 1987)"
(p. 25). He then argues that ''Torah
provides materials for the social
construction of reality and for
socialization of the young into an
alternative world where YHWH
lives and governs" (p. 26). The
dominantsocietytoday is becoming
as hostile toward Christian faith as
it has long been to Jewish faith. "A
study of Torah already alerts us to
the resources for this crisis that are
older and deeper than the New
Testament"(p. 27). Similarly, this
book is a wonderfulintroduction to
the rich resources of the Old
TestamentandJewish Scripturesfor
the church today.
Arthur Walker-Jones

-

JUST WIVES? Stories of
Power and Survival in the
Old Testament and Today
by Katherine Doob
Sakenfeld
Louisville: Westminster
John Knox Press, 2003 136
pages

also shows how the issues discussed

above relate to his interpretation.In
a discussion of Torah,he notes that
"while Christians tend to glide over
these two chapters of instruction
[Exodus 12-13]easily and quickly,
Jewish readers give primary
attention to this material of
instruction, for it is the repeated
celebration of the memory of the

"In this book I want to introduce
you to this lively discussion around
some of the Old Testament women,
to lead you into the excitement that
bubbles up when different views are
expressed, and to encourage you to
think your own thoughts and even
lend your own voice to the ongoing

conversation."
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It is with these words that one. There are a lot of fairly recent
Katherine
Doob Sakenfeld books which deal with various
introduces the reader to her book, women of the Bible but the
which has both an intriguing title particularcombinationof women in
and an intriguing format. Having this book is more unusual and
stated clearly that she has listened creative than many. Some of the
and learned as women (and some women dealt with in the various
men) from variouscontextsin North chaptersareprettyobvious- Sarah
America and around the globe have and Hagar and Ruth and Naomi
shared their responses to Old but Sakenfeld very creatively adds
Testament stories about women, to these usual choices with some
Sakenfeld has written this book in unusual and varied ones. She deals
the hope that the readers too will too with Gomer, Esther and Vashti
discover new connections between and the "ideal woman" of the end
these women of long ago and their of the book of Proverbs. And most
own personal, .family and creatively of aU, and something I
had never come across before but
community contexts.
Having set out her purpose, have wanted to see, she brings
Sakenfeld then clearly sets out her together three of the wives of King
methodology, saying that she uses David in a chapter which explores
two main ways, or lenses, of the complexityofhumanmotivation
viewingthe texts.The first beingthe then and now. (I found the section
sociocultural background of the on Abigail, beginning on page 82,
biblical ma~rial, and the second to be particularly enlightening, as
she discusses this little-known
being the literary or rhetorical
design of the texts. This means that figure under the categories of
in her writing about these stories of peacemaker or opportunist.) This
women who share the fact that they unusual combination of both the
are all wives, but other than that three andthe eleven"wives" has the
have very diverse stories, she most laudable effect of shattering
investigatesthe cultural, economic, any simplistic stereotypes of
religious and social structures of biblical women that might still
their time and place in ancient linger.
In terms of the format of the
Israel, and focuses on how
characters and plot are developed book, Sakenfeld has chosen a very
along with the perspective of the formulaic approach, and I must
confess to a certaininitialresistance
narrator in the story.
Sakenfeld'schoiceof the eleven to it. There are many volumes like
women on whom to focusis a rather this one, geared f~r both individual
arbitrary choice but an engaging reading and group study, which go

-

- ----
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chapter by chapter laying out the
context and themes of the particular
,

text, and then discussing it from a
contemporary
perspective,
and
finishing with a set of pretty
simplistic questions. Sakenfeld uses
this overall approach
very
successfully, however, with depth
and great faithfulness to the biblical
text. She begins with a synopsis of
each story but quite rightly tells her
readers to use their Bibles too. She
then discusses certain themes in the
narrative and does so in a way which
is different for each story, different
because it reflects the different
sociocultual and literary realities of
each narrative. She then concludes
each chapter with some insightful
questions which speak directly to
her purpose in writing the book.
Liking the book as I did - and
I really did - nonetheless there are
a couple of points that I would
question. I take issue with the point
that she makes on page 4 of the
introduction, a point which seems
somewhat in contradiction with her
tendency to let the realities of the
text shape the nature and lay-out of
the themes with which she deals.

-

She says there that in any Bible
study it is important to focus on lines
of inquiry that shed the most light
on the questions we bring to the text.
I would say, rather, and the themes
Sakenfeld discusses seem to say as
well, that it is the Bible which
questions us, and we should choose
a method of inquiry which helps us

respondto those questions.Another
point is to be found on page 8. In
discussing Sarah and Hagar
Sakenfeld mentions the fact that
women get caught up in conflicts
based on ethnicity and economics
and are separated from each other
by religious heritage.True. But this
statement could lead to a
minimizing of the importance of
deeply-held faith in women's lives,
which can mean both opportunities
for dialogue and sources of tension
between women. Tocondense faith
into "religious heritage" is simply
too reductionist.
Those things being said, I
conclude in the same vein as most
of this review
a good book, an
important book, an intriguing and
veryaccessiblebook, one that needs
to be read and reflected upon.
Karen Hamilton

-

-

FROM PREACHERS TO
SUFFRAGISTS:VVoman~
Rights and Religious
Conviction in the Lives of
Three Nineteenth-Century
American Clergywomen
by Beverly Zink-Sawyer
Louisville: VVestminster
John Knox Press 2003.
246pp. $37.00
TImed to coincide with the 15<J1'

anniversary, on 15 September,
2003, of the ordination of
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Antoinette Brown Blackwell, this
book examines the story of three
Americanwomen whoselives were
shaped by their belief in the
ecclesiastical and the political
equality of women. The three,
Brown Blackwell (1825-1921),
Olympia Brown (1835-1926), and
Anna Howard Shaw (1847-1919),
each had the distinctionof beingthe
first woman to be ordained in their
respectivedenominations.Each was
also an ardent advocate of female
political suffrage, and aU three
ultimatelyleft the ordainedministry
in order to devote themselves fully
to this "wider sphere" of service.
Though in their own minds the two
vocations
were
integrally
connected, the religious dimension
of the women's rights movement
has been largely overlooked by
feminist scholars, and it is this
which has motivated Zink-Sawyer
to take a fresh look at her wellknown subjects. Much of the book
thereforefocuses on the strugglefor
ordination, and to a lesser extent,
the ministry and theology of the
three women. The final chapter is
devoted to examining how their
suffrage work at the turn of the
century was part of a larger
"heavenly vision" to bring gender
equality to earth.
Woman preachers were not
unheard of in the new American
republic. They could be found
among the Society of Friends, the
Holiness and Baptist traditions, as
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well as among licensed and nonlicensed lay preachers in the
Methodist Episcopal and the black
American Methodist Episcopal
Churches. Until the ordination of
AntoinetteBrownin 1853,however
in a little Congregationalchurch
in South Butler, New York - no
woman in Christendom, except
possibly in early Irish Christian
history,hadreceived full ordination
to the ministry of word and
sacrament. While this was a local
decision, it took another decade,
until 1863, before a denomination,
the more liberal Northern
Universalist Association, ordained
OlympiaBrown.Moreresistantwas
the Methodist Episcopal Church
where Anna Shaw was a valued lay
preacher. Finding the door
completely closed, she turned in
1880tothe much smallerMethodist
Protestant denomination, who only
after much heated debate, ordained
her as their first female minister.
Though their denominational
affiliation differed, these women
also had a good deal in common,
including a rural, small community
background, and parents who
supported education for their
daughters.AntoinetteBrown,under
the ambiguous designation as a
"resident graduate pursuing the
theological course", was one of the
first women to complete the
theological programme at Charles
Finney's co-educational Oberlin
College, but only after much

-
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persistence on her part. Olympia
Brown, mindful of the obstacles
encountered at Oberlin, chose to do
her degree atAntioch College, also
in Ohio, established by educator
Horace Mann, and completed her
theological work at St. Lawrence
University Theological School, a
universalist institution in Canton
NewYork.Anna Shawmatriculated
at age 26, and after two years spent
towards a degree at a small college
in her native Michigan, studied
theology at Boston University,
followed by a degree in medicine
undertakenduringher timein parish
ministry.
Thanks to a number of
influences, parental, educational
and temperamental, all three also
shareda liberaltheology.In the case
ofAntoinetteBrownthisquicklyput
her at odds with her congregation.
Less than a year after ordination,
troubledby spiritualdoubtand poor
physical health she abandoned her
hard-won pastorate, to spend the
remainder of her life campaigning
for suffrage, eventually joining the
Universalists as an occasional
preacher.Olympia Brown, who felt
quite comfortable theologically
within this liberal denomination,
encountered obstaclesof a different
sort, specifically that her gender
relegated her to pastorates in small,
poorer churches. After twenty-five
years in a variety of these, she too
left parish ministry to become a

-

popular figure on suffrage
platforms, though still serving as a
guest preacher at age ninety. Shaw
served her two small churches in
Cape Cod for seven years, before
moving to Boston and undertaking
full-time work on suffrage, which
in 1904 included election as
president of the NationalAmerican
Woman Suffrage Association, a
position she held for ten years.
Though Zink-Sawyer argues
that her work is intended to bring
to light the neglected religious
dimensionof the nineteenth-century
women's rights movement, she is
only partly successful, and offers
little information or analysis not
already available in earlier studies.
The dualistictheologicalframework
.

she uses, pitting the "dogmatic"
evangelical view of God, described
as "an arbitrary, detached, and
malicious Being". against the
"merciful, nurturing God" of her
three subjects,showslittle evidence
of serious historical study. This
theological oversimplification is
part of a greater weakness. By
focusing so intently on her
nineteenth-centurysubjects' vision
of gender equality in church and
state, she offers little insight into
other ways whereby they may have
directed the church into new
theological and pastoral directions.
A century and a half after the
ordination of the first three women
to ministry, such an analysis

---
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certainly needs to be undertaken,
not only to understand the rich
complexity of the past. but also to
provide helpful and hopeful
possibilities for the future.
Marguerite Van Die
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All that having been said, this
is a heart-warming work that I urge
Touchstone readers to look for.
Most of us have alreadyheard some
things about the microlending
movement,but thisvolume takes us
fuUyinto it, and recounts stories of
THE MIRACLES OF
people allover the world who have
BAREFOOT CAPITALbeen its beneficiaries.
ISM
It's hard to say exactly who
by Jim Klobuchar and
was the pioneer of microlending,
Muhammad Yunus in Bangladesh
Susan Cornell Wilkes
or Joseph Blatchford in Latin
Minneapolis: Kirk House
America.Wecan give thanksfor the
Publishers 2003 180pp.
vision of both of them. But Yunus
$23.95
is probably the godfather of the
movement, and its most effective
I begin by expressing my evangelist.He returnedto his native
reservations about the title of this Bangladeshin the early 1970s,after
book. It shouldhave read something doing graduate work in economics
like The Miracles of Barefoot in the U.S. One day in the mid 70s
Enterprise, because the people he reached into his own pocket and
whose stories are told throughout made a loan to 42 womenin a smaIl
the volume are not "capitalists" and village,who werestool makers.The
never will be. They are folk, mostly loan amounted to around $30 in
women, who are making a living total! They bought material, made
that is better than they once had a more stools, andpaid back the loan.
chance to earn, because someone That started him off. He couldn't
provided them with some small talk the existing banks in
loans.
Bangladesh into taking a chance on
And regrettably it's not a weU the poor, so he had to become the
written book. Aside &om the fact guarantor for loans to them. He
that there are a multitude of typos, collected the paybacks himself and
and words left out - that any self- returned the money to the bank.
respecting publisher should have Eventually he created a bank
caught longbefore the volumewent himself. "That was the beginningof
forward for publication
the the celebrated Grameen Bank of
stories recounted here jump around
Bangladesh.Yunus'creation,which
in a way that is irritating.
within ten years had become the

-
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primary model for microcredit
managers aroundthe world" (p.45).
Now
poor
people
throughoutthe worldare benefitting
from microloans,the overwhelming
proportion of them being women.
What happens is that there has to
be a number of women who form
the supportgroup.The loansusually
go to individual persons, but they
are guaranteed by the group. The
women must learn elementary
book-keeping to be abreast of
things. The interest rate is rather
high by our standards, because it is
as expensive to administer a loan
of fifty dollars as it is for one of fifty
thousand. That means that even
though the level of repayment is,
incredibly, around 95%, the
financial bodies that have been
createdfor microlendingoften can't
quite make ends meet. They need
to get some support from the
affluentsectionsof the world,which
fortunately they are receiving.
The first moral that is
repeatedly brought home by the
many stories here is the obvious
one: most people aren't poor
because they have no get-up-andgo, but because of their
circumstances. The other moral is
less obvious:that reallypoor people
can be trusted to pay back a loan.
Literally millions of folk have had
their lives transformed by smalI
loans. Of course the word
"transformed" must be kept in
context. Think of a family living on

---

the equivalent of a dollar a day.
After the mother gets a couple of
loans for a little business she has
started, the family now has four
dollars a day.By our standards they
are still poor almost beyond belief.
But they see it differently. Before
there wasn't enough food to go
around, and none of the children
could afford to go school. Now the
children are being fed, all are going
to school, and have a chance of
moving into something folIowing
graduation. And the family income
may rise further still. They do feel
as though their lives have been
transformed. Microlending is not
the answer to the problems of the
world's poor, because, of course,
there is no single answer. What is
needed are responses of many
different kinds, that bring together
efforts
from
governments,
international institutions like 'the
World Bank, the United Nations,
churches, and various other nongovernmental organizations. And
rich nations need to modify their
restrictive trade policies. But the
movement of microcredit has had a
wonderfully positive effect on the
lives of millions of the desperately
poor. We owe an enormous debt of
gratitude to Muhammad Yunusand
to the many other folk all over the
world who have given their time,
and often
effort, and ingenuity
theirown money tomakeit work.

-
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